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The 10-Day Belly Slimdown
Dr. Ian K. Smith's Shred is the answer to every
dieter's biggest dilemmas: how to lose that last
twenty pounds? How to push through that frustrating
plateau? What to do when nothing else is working?
Here, Smith has created a weight loss program that
uses all he knows about strategic dieting in one
plan--like putting all the best players on the field at
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once to create a can't lose combination. Shred
combines a low GI diet, meal spacing, and meal
replacements. Those who follow Shred will constantly
be eating (every three and a half hours!), four meals
or meal replacements (soups, smoothies, shakes) and
3 snacks a day, over a six week program. Shred also
introduces Dr. Ian's concept of "Diet Confusion". Diet
Confusion, like muscle confusion, tricks the body and
revs up its performance. In the same way you need to
vary your workout to see results, switch up your food
intake to boost your metabolism. No matter how often
or how unsuccessfully you've dieted before, Shred:
The Revolutionary Diet will change your life. Shred
has taken the internet by storm, and thousands have
already joined Dr. Ian's Shredder Nation, losing an
average of four inches, two sizes or twenty pounds in
six weeks. Utilizing the detox from Fat Smash Diet,
the intense cleanse of Extreme Fat Smash, and
varying food of The 4 Day Diet, Shred is a six week
plan to a new way of life!

The Metabolism Reset Diet
With Men's Health Your Body Is Your Barbell, a reader
will have no excuse not to get into the best shape of
his or her life—simply, easily, and in just 6 weeks in
the convenience of his or her own home. Metabolic
training expert BJ Gaddour, CSCS, whom Men's Health
magazine calls one of the 100 fittest men of all time,
has created a remarkably efficient and effective bodytransforming workout and nutrition program based on
just a handful of simple moves, the Bodyweight Eight.
These no-equipment-required exercises are all one
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needs to build a strikingly symmetrical, perfectly
proportioned, and classically beautiful physique, just
like BJ's. Once readers master each legendary fitness
feat with perfect form, they will use BJ's scalable, stepby-step progressions to go from ground zero to
superhero. From these exercise variations, readers
can construct hundreds of personalized workouts.
Dozens of sample routines are already demonstrated
through big, bold how-to photographs within the book
and organized by goal, duration, intensity, and
targeted body zone. This is the only book a man or
woman needs to achieve the body he or she has
always wanted anywhere—and without gear.

Medical Medium Celery Juice
Are you ready for a total body transformation? In The
21-Day Yoga Body, renowned wellness warrior and
lifestyle expert Sadie Nardini gives you a program to
renovate your body, mind and spirit. This fast-acting
program, based on Sadie’s potent inspirations, realworld recipes and unique Core Strength Vinyasa yoga
style will turbocharge your results: speed up your
metabolism, build lean muscle, and burn fat, all while
building nutritional savvy and emotional strength.
Designed to fit into your busy life, each day of the
three-week plan includes a series of daily lifestyle
tips, new-generation yoga poses (illustrated with stepby-step photos), breathing and meditation exercises,
and nutrition tips and recipes (vegans, vegetarians
and meat-eaters alike, welcome!). There's even wine!
Here’s what results many people are getting in just 3
weeks: • A fun, fresh yoga practice that's based in
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cutting edge anatomy for the maximum safety,
strength, flexibility, and mind-centering benefits for
the time you spend on the mat. • More confidence,
clarity of purpose, a renewed spirit and the ability to
know yourself more deeply and act from your truth. •
Daily guidance about how to approach your personal,
life and relationship challenges—and totally rock
them. • A daily meal plan that gives you a new,
creative relationship with food and reveals how to eat
fresh, whole—and fantastically well—for a lifetime. •
Creative action steps to make all these great ideas a
reality and create more success for you on all levels!
So get ready to kick some asana, play while you
learn, and create your most fit, fierce, and fabulous
self ever!

The 21-Day Shred
Paleo workouts that are heavy on results—and low
onequipment investment Paleo Workouts For
Dummies offers a program ofback-to-the-Stone-Age
exercises with specially designed workoutsthat burn
fat, fight disease, and increase energy. The
paleoworkouts found in this step-by-step guide,
promote sound activitieswith a strong emphasis on
practicing and masteringfundamental/primitive
human movements such as squats,
hinges,pushes/pulls, sprints, crawls, and more. Paleo
Workouts For Dummies caters to the anti-gym
crowdwho want a convenient program that can be
used anywhere, anytime.In addition, vital details on
healthy Paleolithic foods thatmaximize energy levels
for the intense workout routines arecovered.
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Companion workout videos can be accessed, for free,
atDummies.com The video content aids you in
mastering paleo moves andtechniques covered in the
book Offers a complete cardiovascular and strength
workout By focusing on the primal movements that
humans evolved toperform, Paleo Workouts For
Dummies is for anyone followinga paleo diet routine
as well as those curious about how to maximizetheir
paleo workouts.

The Shredded Chef
Featuring thirteen short-term rules for weight loss,
the coach of NBC's "The Biggest Loser" provides a
four-part plan that includes a precise breakdown of
the proper protein/carbohydrate proportions for every
meal and simple exercise routines.

Intermittent Fasting
"Cook ahead, mix and match, nourish body and
soul"--Cover.

Intermittent Fasting For Beginners
With The Men’s Fitness Exercise Bible, you will always
have time to get in great shape—even if you only
have no time at all. You will always have the
equipment you need—even if you have no equipment
at all. You will never grow bored or stop seeing
progress—and your workout will never become
routine. Whether you have access to an upscale gym
or just a dumbbell in your garage, whether you’re an
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elite athlete or a complete beginner, there’s a
workout in this book—101 of them, in fact—that will
get you bigger, stronger, and leaner. Discover how to
accomplish in 8 minutes what most people do in
80—because top exercise pros give you only the most
effective and efficient workouts in the world. The
Men’s Fitness Exercise Bible gives you:

The Omni Diet
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: "Mike Dolce has earned the
reputation as one of the top coaches in mixed martial
arts." MEN'S FITNESS: "Dolce trimmed himself from
280 pounds down to 170 when he was competing. It's
safe to say that he is an expert in training and
nutrition." ESPN: "Dolce is a lifestyle changer." ELLE
MAGAZINE: "Mike Dolce is the go-to guy in the world
of martial arts." UFC WOMEN'S BANTAMWEIGHT
CHAMPION RONDA ROUSEY: "The Dolce Diet's Results
were impossible to ignore." UFC WELTERWEIGHT
CHAMPION JOHNY HENDRICKS: "When I have a fight
scheduled the first person I call is Mike Dolce." Mixed
Martial Arts is a sport known for its drastic weight
cuts! For the first time in print, MMA's 2013 Trainer of
the Year, Mike Dolce, shares his powerful weight cut
and rehydration techniques used with the world's
greatest combat athletes! 3 Weeks to Shredded
includes not only the incredible new weight-cut
method used for Thiago "Pitbull" Alves' 2014 careerdefining comeback performance, which earned him
UFC Fight of the Night honors, but a bonus section
detailing Mike Dolce's original 2007 3 Weeks to
Shredded meal plan in which he cut 42 lbs. in 6
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weeks! WHAT'S INSIDE BONUS: The complete first
edition of 3 Weeks to Shredded is exclusive to this
paperback edition and will not be included in the
ebook! *How to manage a weight cut *Exact meal
plans used during real weight cuts *Hydration &
Rehydration techniques *Traveling while cutting
weight *Dangers of weight cutting AND much more!
Called "the patron saint of weight cutting," Mike Dolce
has coordinated the high-profile weight loss for many
of the world's top athletes, including * "Rowdy" Ronda
Rousey, UFC women's bantamweight champion *
Johny "Bigg Rigg" Hendricks, UFC welterweight
champion * Vitor "The Phenom" Belfort, UFC two-time
world champion * Quinton "Rampage" Jackson, UFC *
Thiago "Pitbull" Alves, UFC world title contender *
Chael Sonnen, UFC world title contender * Gray
"Bully" Maynard, UFC world title contender * Mike
"Quicksand" Pyle, WEC world champion * Duane
"BANG" Ludwig, UFC/K-1 veteran & World MMA
Awards 2013 Coach of the Year * Michael "The Count"
Bisping, The Ultimate Fighter 3 winner and many
more!

Shredin 30 Minutes
A noted author offers a diet plan that incorporates a
low GI diet, meal spacing and meal replacements to
help dieters lose 20 pounds in a month and a half.
150,000 first printing.

21-Day Tummy
A six-week weight loss program like no other. A lot of
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weight loss programs just focus on losing weight, not
caring where the weight comes from. These programs
are purely based on the weighing scales. There is only
one type of 'weight' I want you to lose, and that is fat.
The visceral body fat that has no business being on
your frame.Learn how to:*Develop a strong mindset
to reach your goals*Create an environment in which
to Succeed*Manipulate your metabolism to burn body
fat*Eat the right foods at the right times for optimal
health*Warm-up effectively to improve overall
movement quality and efficiency*Perform the best
exercises to build muscle and to burn body
fat*Prepare easy to make meals

The Dolce Diet
The diet that works faster and forever! SUPER SHRED
Using the same principles—meal spacing, snacking,
meal replacement and diet confusion—that made his
SHRED a major #1 bestseller—Dr. Ian K. Smith has
developed what dieters told him they needed: a quickacting plan that is safe and easy to follow at home, at
work, or on the road. SUPER SHRED It's a program
with four week-long cycles: --Foundation, when you'll
eat four meals and three snacks a day, start shedding
pounds and set yourself up for success --Accelerate,
when you'll kick it up and speed up weight loss
--Shape, the toughest week in the program, and the
one that will get your body back by keeping it
guessing --Tenacious, a final sprint that cements your
improved eating habits and melts off those last
stubborn pounds The SHRED system never leaves you
hungry. It's a completely new way to lose weight, stay
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slender, and feel fantastic about your body, mind and
spirit! Includes more than 50 all-new recipes for meal
replacing smoothies and soups!

The Men's Fitness Exercise Bible
With a simple, scientific program to build muscle and
boost testosterone, this e-short from the editors of
Muscle & Fitness will help you sculpt the perfect male
physique—in just three weeks! As group training
director for Men’s Fitness and Muscle & Fitness, Sean
Hyson, C.S.C.S., has built his career around helping
men just like you build lean, powerful muscle,
maximize their strength, and improve their physical
and emotional health. Now, the secrets of more than
a decade of authoritative research into exercise,
nutrition and supplementation are boiled down into
one effective, no-B.S. plan for maximum muscle gain.

The Shred Power Cleanse
This is the essential guide to rapidly understanding
the dramatic weight-loss plan outlined in Dr. Ian K.
Smith's best-selling book, Shred: the revolutionary
diet--6 weeks, 4 inches, 2 sizes.

Digest This
Want to get rid of belly fat but don't know where to
start? Struggling to lose weight even with all the diets
you have tried? Try Intermittent Fasting Today! If you
find it hard to lose weight or struggle to stick to a
diet, then intermittent fasting just might be for you.
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You might have even heard about it or have been
thinking about trying it, but just don't know how to
get started. Then, this book is for you! What's you'll
learn: What is intermittent fasting? Benefits of
intermittent fasting Do's and Don't's of intermittent
fasting What to expect while you are fasting List of
foods to buy while on intermittent fasting 30-day
intermittent fasting plan with meal guide and recipes
for each day And so much more! A lot of people who
have tried intermittent fasting swear by its results.
With this 30-day beginner's guide to intermittent
fasting, you'll have everything you need to know on
how to get started and how to keep at it! Grab your
copy today and finally achieve the weight and body
you've always wanted!

Shred: The Revolutionary Diet
The 21-Day Sugar Detox is a clear-cut, effective,
whole-foods-based nutrition action plan that will reset
your body and your habits! Tens of thousands of
people have already used this groundbreaking guide
to shatter the vicious sugar stronghold. Now it's your
turn! Use the easy-to-follow meal plans and more
than 90 simple recipes in this book to bust a lifetime
of sugar and carb cravings in just three weeks. Three
levels of the program make it approachable for
anyone, whether you're starting from scratch or from
a gluten-free, grain-free, and/or Paleo/primal lifestyle.
The 21-Day Sugar Detox even includes special
modifications for athletes (endurance, CrossFit, HIITstyle, and beyond), pregnant/nursing moms,
pescetarians, and people with autoimmune
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conditions. What you'll experience on this program
will be different from a lot of other "diet" programs
out there that promote extremely restricted eating;
encourage you to consume only shakes, juices, or
smoothies; or rely heavily on supplements and verylow-calorie or very-low-fat diets to ensure success.
The goal of any detox program should be to support
your body in naturally cleansing itself of substances
that create negative health effects—and that's
exactly what The 21-Day Sugar Detox does. By
focusing on quality protein, healthy fats, and good
carbs, this program will help you change not only the
foods you eat, but also your habits around food, and
even the way your palate reacts to sweet foods. You'll
likely complete the program and continue eating this
way much of the time thereafter because you'll feel
so amazing. After changing your everyday eating
habits, you will begin to gain a new understanding of
how food works in your body—and just how much
nutrition affects your entire life. There's no reason to
wait! SUGAR IS TAKING OVER OUR LIVES. But why?
And is it only those sweet, refined white crystals that
are causing us problems, or could there be more to
the story? Let's be honest: The problem isn't just
sugar itself. It's the refined, nutrient-poor
carbohydrates that carry tons of calories, but no real
nutrition. In our world, these are the easiest foods to
grab on the go, but they leave us fat, sick, tired, and
downright unhappy. The effect that sugar, "hidden"
carbs, and refined, processed foods have on our
bodies goes far beyond our waistlines. We can't focus,
we can't sleep, we have irrational mid-afternoon
cravings, and we can't even make it through the day
without wanting—or needing—to prop up our energy
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levels with caffeine or even more sugar! What can we
do to break free from this cycle? The 21-Day Sugar
Detox is here to help.

The Shred Fat Program
Based on the latest science, the 21-Day Tummy diet
targets excess weight and belly fat while addressing
the most common digestive disorders. We love to eat
but that doesn’t mean our stomachs always enjoy
digesting what we put in them. Add to this the fact
that our nation is heavier than it’s ever been, and it’s
clear that our tummies don’t just need to function
better, they need to be smaller. In general, smaller
stomachs digest food more effectively, and that’s why
dropping the pounds isn’t just a matter of vanity but
of health. Featuring carb-light, anti-inflammatory
foods, the 21-Day Tummy eating plan slashes inches
from your belly (up to 4 1⁄2 inches!) while banishing
gas and bloating, heartburn and acid relux,
constipation, diarrhea, and irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS). In addition, 21-Day Tummy includes: 50
scrumptious recipes such as Tomato-Ginger Flank
Steak and Almost Pumpkin Mini Pies. a Digestion Quiz
to help you measure your overall digestive health tips
on how to combat the Four S’s—Supersizing, Sitting,
Stress, and Sleep Deprivation. inspirational stories
and advice from our successful test panelists. Our top
tester dropped 19 pounds in 21 days and completely
stopped taking medications for acid reflux. an
optional equipment-free workout plan that helps to
both sculpt and soothe your belly with a mix of core
strengthening, walking, and yoga. guidelines on how
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to incorporate potentially problematic foods back into
your life so you are never deprived of your favorite
foods. 21-Day Tummy is a fun, easy guide to healthy
eating that will have a smaller, healthier you feeling
better than, well, possibly ever!

The 17 Day Diet
Dr. Alan Christianson, top naturopathic physician and
bestselling author of The Adrenal Reset Diet,
introduces a four-week cleanse that heals damage to
the liver, helping readers unlock the key to rapid
weight loss and lower blood sugar. The path to
becoming naturally thin isn't as impossible as it may
seem. In The Metabolism Reset Diet, you'll unlock the
key to rapid, sustained weight loss and lower blood
sugar with a four-week cleanse that heals your liver
and gives your metabolism new life. The hidden truth
is that your liver is actually the key to a healthy
metabolism. When it isn't functioning properly, it
loses the ability to burn fuel. An overloaded liver can
only store fuel as fat - which slows your metabolism
and leads to excess weight gain. Even if you cut out
sugar and carbs, you can still struggle with weight
loss and high blood sugar. With Dr. Alan
Christianson's clinically proven program, you'll be
able to reverse damage to your liver in just four
weeks. Once your liver regains its ability to manage
your metabolism, you'll have fewer food cravings,
steady energy levels, better digestion, and a
metabolism that works optimally. This proven diet is
carefully constructed to provide your liver with the
nutrients it needs without over fueling, supplying your
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body with healthy amounts of protein, fiber,
micronutrients, and phytonutrients that support liver
function. Unlike so many diets that require people to
stick to a difficult and restrictive plan, following a liverfriendly eating plan will ensure that your weight and
energy stay steady, even if your diet changes.
Complete with comprehensive guidelines, meal plans,
recipes, and advice on maintenance, The Metabolism
Reset Diet will help readers achieve optimal liver
function to lose weight and get healthy fast.

The 21-Day Yoga Body
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER With a Foreword
by Beyonce, and an Introduction by Dr. Dean Ornish A
groundbreaking vegan program designed to
transform your mental, emotional, and physical health
in just 22 days. Founded on the principle that it takes
21 days to make or break a habit, The 22-Day
Revolution is a plant-based diet designed to create
lifelong habits that will empower you to live a
healthier lifestyle, to lose weight, or to reverse serious
health concerns. The benefits of a vegan diet cannot
be overstated, as it has been proven to help prevent
cancer, lower cholesterol levels, reduce the risk of
heart disease, decrease blood pressure, and even
reverse diabetes. As one of today’s most sought-after
health experts, exercise physiologist Marco Borges
has spent years helping his exclusive list of highprofile clients permanently change their lives and
bodies through his innovative methods. Celebrities
from Beyoncé, Jay-Z, Jennifer Lopez, and Pharrell
Williams, to Gloria Estefan, and Shakira have all
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turned to him for his expertise. Beyonce is such an
avid supporter that she's partnered with Borges to
launch 22 Days Nutrition, his plant-based home
delivery meal service. Now, for the first time, Borges
unveils his coveted and revolutionary manifesto,
featuring the comprehensive fundamentals of starting
a plant-based diet. Inside, you’ll find motivating
strategies, benefits and tips for staying the course,
delicious recipes, and a detailed 22-day meal plan.
With this program, you will lead a healthier, more
energetic, and more productive life—helping you to
live the life you want, not just the one you have. From
the Hardcover edition.

21-Day Tummy
If you want to know how to build muscle and burn fat
by eating healthy, delicious meals that are easy to
cook and easy on your wallet, then you want to read
this book.Do you lack confidence in the kitchen and
think that you just can't cook great food?Are you not
sure of how to prepare food that is not only delicious
and healthy but also effective in helping you build
muscle and lose fat?Are you afraid that cooking
nutritious, restaurant-quality meals is too timeconsuming and expensive?If you answered "yes" to
any of those questions, don't worry--you're not alone.
And this book is the answer: With it, you can cook
fast, healthy, and tasty meals every day (and on a
reasonable budget) that will help you build muscle or
lose weight, regardless of your current skills.The
Shredded Chef is more than just a bunch of recipes,
though. It's going to teach you the true scientific
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basics of gaining muscle and losing fat, because bad
diet advice is an epidemic these days.In this book,
you're going to learn how to eat right without having
to obsess over every calorie. These 9 scientifically
proven rules for eating are the foundation of every
great physique, and they have nothing to do with
following weird diets or depriving yourself of
everything that tastes good.And the recipes
themselves? In this book you'll find 114 healthy,
flavorful recipes specifically designed for athletes that
want to build muscle or lose fat. Regardless of your
fitness goals, this book has got you covered.Here's a
"sneak peek" of the recipes you'll find inside:18 fast,
delicious breakfast recipes like Peanut Butter Power
Oatmeal, French Muscle Toast, High-Protein Banana
Oatcakes, Lean and Mean Zucchini Hash Brown,
Macho Mexican Scramble and more. Whether you're
trying to burn fat or build muscle, you'll find recipes
that will help you get there. 18 mouthwatering
chicken dishes like Chicken Stroganoff, Tasty Thai
Chicken, Jerk Chicken Stir Fry, Honey-Garlic Chicken,
and more. Forget boring chicken dishes, even when
cutting!14 tasty beef recipes like Low-Fat Russian
Beef Stroganoff, Lean Bison Burgers, Vietnamese Beef
Noodles, Meathead Meatballs, and more. Enjoy beef
like never before with these creative recipes and
you'll even find low-calorie beef dishes designed for
losing weight!10 savory fish and seafood recipes like
Turkey Bacon Wrapped Scallops, Provencal Baked
Halibut, Salmon Burgers, Tasty Tuna Melt, and more.
Never again settle for flavorless, unappetizing fish
and seafood--these recipes will have you singing
praises for the sea!7 hearty, healthy pasta recipes
like Chicken Pesto Pasta, Asparagus & Goat Cheese
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Pasta, Classic Pasta Bolognese, Beef Lasagna,
Chicken Fettuccine with Mushrooms, and more. Each
of the pasta dishes are high in protein, making them
great muscle-building treats. 14 awesome side dishes
like Wasabi Mashed Potatoes, Sweet Potato Fries, Hot
'n Healthy Brown Rice, Zucchini Risotto, Couscous
Salad, and more. You're going to love mixing and
matching these side dishes with the entrees and
discovering your favorite combinations! 5 delectable
desserts like Key Lime Pie, Peach Cobbler, Chocolate
Protein Mousse, Banana Cream Pie, and more. These
sugar-free desserts will satisfy your sweet tooth
without the calorie overload!And more! (I haven't
even mentioned the recipes for pork, salads, protein
shakes, protein bars, and snacks)SPECIAL BONUS FOR
READERS!With this book you'll also get a free 31-page
bonus report from the author called "Muscle Meals:
How to Use Nutrition to Maximize Your Muscle and
Torch Your Fat." In this bonus report, you'll learn the
truth about "good" and "bad" carbs and exactly which
you should eat and which you should avoid, and 5
snacks that are delicious, easy to make, and that can
help you build muscle and lose fat.Scroll up and click
the "Buy" button now to learn how to cook nutritious,
delicious meals that make building muscle and
burning fat easy!

21-Day Tummy Diet Cookbook
"A powerful belly-slimming plan that will help readers
kickstart their metabolism and lose up to 10 pounds
in 10 days"-Page 17/35
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The Clean 20
Can I eat that on SHRED? Hundreds of thousands
have lost extraordinary amounts of weight on Dr. Ian
K. Smith's SHRED programs, using his proven killer
combo of diet confusion, meal spacing, meal
replacement and strategic snacking. Now, in Dr. Ian's
first-ever cookbook, he's deliciously answering the
question so many of those dieters have asked: "Can I
eat that on SHRED?" In THE SHRED DIET COOKBOOK,
you'll enjoy: -Midday recipes: from Heavenly
Cheeseburgers to Green Bean and Artichoke Stir Fry
-Protein-rich dinners that are quick to make and
satisfying to eat: from Cheese-packed Chicken
Breasts to Seared Mustard Pork Chops and Ciderbraised Onions -Side-dishes: from Crispy Sweet Potato
Wedges with Ginger-Soy Glaze to Creamy Polenta
-Snack preparations so simple and so good you'll want
to plan a party around them -Carb recipes that make
them count, including pancakes, potatoes, and pastas
-Southern specialties and recipes from Dr. Ian's
family: from Dr. Ian's Sweet Barbecue Steaks to Uncle
Johnny's Black-eyed Pea Salad to Ma's Eggplant
Parmesan-Complete nutritional information and
portioning for each recipe -Over 35 all-new recipes for
meal--replacing smoothies and soups

The 21-Day Big Muscle Plan
Dr Mike Moreno's 17 Day Dietis a revolutionary new
weight-loss programme that activates your skinny
gene so that you burn fat day in and day out. The diet
is structured around four 17-day cycles: AcceleratePage 18/35
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the rapid weight loss portion that helps flush sugar
and fat storage from your system; Activate-the
metabolic restart portion with alternating low and
high calorie days to help shed body fat; Achieve - this
phase is about learning to control portions and
introducing new fitness routines; Arrive - A
combination of the first three cycles to keep good
habits up for good. Each cycle changes your calorie
count and the food that you're eating. The variation
that Dr. Mike calls 'body confusion' is designed to
keep your metabolism guessing. This is not a diet that
relies on a tiny list of approved foods, gruelling
exercise routines, or unrealistic calorie counts that
leave you hungry and unfulfilled. Each phase comes
with extensive lists of what dieters can and can't eat
while on the phase, but also offers acceptable cheats.
He advises readers not to drink while on the diet, but
concedes that if they absolutely have to then they
should at least drink red wine. Dr Mike knows that a
diet can only work if it's compatible with the real
world, and so he's designed the programme with
usability as a top priority.

Paleo Workouts For Dummies
The Shred Diet Cookbook
Celery juice is everywhere for a reason: because it's
saving lives as it restores people's health one
symptom at a time. From celebrities posting about
their daily celery juice routines to people from all
walks of life sharing pictures and testimonials of their
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dramatic recovery stories, celery juice is revealing
itself to ignite healing when all odds seem against it.
What began decades ago as a quiet movement has
become a global healing revolution. In Celery Juice:
The Most Powerful Medicine of Our Time Healing
Millions Worldwide, Anthony William, the originator of
the global celery juice movement, introduces you to
celery juice's incredible ability to create sweeping
improvements on every level of our health: • Healing
the gut and relieving digestive disorders • Balancing
blood sugar, blood pressure, weight, and adrenal
function • Neutralizing and flushing toxins from the
liver and brain • Restoring health in people who suffer
from a vast range of chronic and mystery illnesses
and symptoms, among them fatigue, brain fog, acne,
eczema, addiction, ADHD, thyroid disorders, diabetes,
SIBO, eating disorders, autoimmune disorders, Lyme
disease, and eye problems After revealing exactly
how celery juice does its anti-inflammatory, alkalizing,
life-changing work to provide these benefits and
many more, he gives you the powerful, definitive
guidelines to do your own celery juice cleanse
correctly and successfully. You'll get instructions on
how to make the juice, how much to drink, when to
drink it, and what to expect as your body begins to
detox, plus answers to FAQs such as "Is it safe to
drink celery juice while pregnant or breastfeeding?",
"Is blending better than juicing?", and "Can I take my
medications with it?" Here is everything you need to
know--from the original source--to receive the full gift
of what Anthony calls "one of the greatest healing
tonics of all time."
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The 22-Day Revolution
Men's Health magazine's #1 personal trainer delivers
cutting-edge, high-intensity workouts to help you
pack serious muscle and become unstoppably fit.
From the man responsible for the gym that trained
the actors in the movie 300 comes cutting-edge
fitness strategies, 100 workouts, and a training plan
that has successfully transformed A-list actors and
actresses, elite special-forces soldiers, all-star
athletes, and everyday men and women. With Bobby
Maximus’s guidance you too can become one of the
most insanely fit people the world has ever seen. The
diets and workouts that promise easy results in
minutes per day have tricked masses into wasting
their money on false promises. Supplements,
smoothies, and 4-minute workouts aren’t getting
people any fitter. Getting that shredded body requires
real commitment and real work—and Bobby can show
you how. Maximus Body features circuit-style
workouts that will push you to your limits and work
your whole body. With a plethora of exercises like
“Don’t Ask Me About Your Abs,” that work your core
with a combination of sit ups, push ups, pull ups, and
even leg raises, you can develop an exercise routine
that fits your needs. Whether you are overweight and
trying to get back into shape, or a high-level athlete
trying to gain that extra edge, Maximus Body offers
up thousands of once-secret ways to burn fat, add
lean muscle, reveal a shredded 8-pack, and build
mind-bending physical fitness.

Men's Health The MetaShred Diet
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The 21 Day Shred is a detailed dietary and workout
regimen designed to help improve health and
wellness, cut fat, and promote weight loss. Strip fat
from your body and sculpt the perfect physical
form—in just three weeks!—with this e-short from the
editors of Men’s Fitness. In The 21-Day Shred, Mike
Simone and the experts at Men’s Fitness call on
decades of fitness, nutrition, and wellness research to
create an intense, easy-to-follow program that will
have your body burning fat and building muscle all
day and all night.

Maximus Body
Use the power of Intermittent Fasting to rapidly lose
weight, burn fat and live longer. Losing weight seems
like a ginormous task and when there are multiple
diets and methods that are publicized as 'the best
way of losing weight, ' it's hard to figure out what
strategy is right. Of course, the one advice that is
common among all these weight loss strategies is to
eat less. Eating less can simply be seen as a way to
reduce your food portion which, in turn, will push your
body to use the fats stored in your body. This can
work no doubt, but it's a long process and it might not
turn out to be as effective as you thought. This is
where fasting comes in; fasting is something that has
been followed in many cultures around the world and
they swear by its effectiveness. The basic goal of
fasting is to make your body use stored fat, but it
tries to make the process faster. Intermittent Fasting
has only one goal, which is to make sure that you lose
weight as quickly as possible while getting the right
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nutrition for your body. It's a system where there are
set periods of times within which you can eat a
certain amount of calories, while you starve yourself
for the rest of the time. There are many variations of
this process and hence, many different methods have
popped up, each with a different time schedule. The
most common one is the 16:8 method where you eat
within a set period of 8 hours and fast for the rest of
the time. Intermittent Fasting is not just a new trend
but has a lot of scientific basis for why it's effective. In
this book, we're going to look at what exactly
intermittent fasting is, how it works, its benefits and
how you can follow it.

Shred: The Revolutionary Diet
Eat clean, get lean! Losing weight can be simple—get
back to basics on your plate, save time and money,
and train your body to move, and excess pounds will
slip away. The bestselling author of SHRED and The
Clean 20 cracks the code for all of us who live in the
modern world where we’ve lost touch with what real
food is—and how good it tastes—and what our bodies
are designed to do. Dr. Ian wrote Clean & Lean to put
what he knows about nutrition and physiology in one
place, and to motivate you to: --Use the power of
intermittent fasting to discover your optimal eating
times each day --Explore clean eating with 30 (!)
fresh, real foods that you can combine endlessly for
meals and snacks --Try his day-by-day 30-day diet
plan that tells you just what to eat, while still giving
you loads of options --Get up and move: customized
exercise plans for all fitness levels won’t wear you
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out, but will energize you and accelerate your results
--Take off up to 15 pounds in 30 days!

Women's Body Shred
This enhanced ebook edition of the bestselling fitness
program includes over 80 videos of Jillian
demonstrating the exercises in that will help you shed
the pounds and get the body of your life. You’ve seen
her change lives–why not yours? Are you in good
shape but struggling with those last ten to twenty
pounds? Do you have an event on the calendar where
you’d love to make jaws drop? Or do you just want to
see what it would be like to have the best body
you’ve ever had? Then you need to discover what
millions who’ve used Jillian’s training methods already
know! Making the Cut empowers you to: • Identify
your unique body type and metabolic makeup (are
you a fast, slow, or balanced oxidizer?) and customize
a diet plan that is perfect for you • Acquire the mental
techniques that will greatly enhance your selfconfidence and sharpen your focus on success •
Develop your strength, flexibility, coordination, and
endurance • Reach levels of fitness you never before
thought possible

Making the Cut (Enhanced Edition)
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Zero Belly Diet is the
revolutionary new plan to turn off your fat genes and
help keep you lean for life! Nutrition expert David
Zinczenko—the New York Times bestselling author of
the Abs Diet series, Eat This, Not That! series, and Eat
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It to Beat It!—has spent his entire career learning
about belly fat—where it comes from and what it does
to us. And what he knows is this: There is no greater
threat to you and your family—to your health, your
happiness, even your financial future. Yes, you can:
Change your destiny. Overcome your fat genes. Strip
away belly fat and finally attain the lean, strong,
healthy body you’ve always wanted. With Zero Belly
Diet, David Zinczenko reveals explosive new research
that explains the mystery of why some of us stay thin,
and why some can’t lose weight no matter how hard
we try. He explains how some foods turn our fat
genes on—causing seemingly irreversible weight
gain—and uncovers the nine essential power foods
that act directly on those switches, turning them to
“off” and allowing for easy, rapid, and sustainable
weight loss. And he shows how these foods help heal
your digestive system, keeping those gene switches
turned off and setting you up for a lifetime of
leanness. Other diets can help you lose weight, but
only the Zero Belly diet attacks fat on a genetic level,
placing a bull’s-eye on the fat cells that matter most:
visceral fat, the type of fat ensconced in your belly.
These fat cells act like an invading army, increasing
inflammation and putting you at risk for diabetes,
Alzheimer’s, arthritis, heart disease, and cancer.
Visceral fat can also can alter your hormone levels,
erode muscle tissue, increase your chances of
depression, and destroy your sex drive. But you can
turn the odds in your favor. Zero Belly Diet shows you
how to deactivate your fat genes, rev up your
metabolism, banish bloat, and balance your digestive
health, allowing you to easily build lean, strong
stomach muscle and strip away unwanted belly fat
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without sacrificing calories or spending hours at the
gym. The result: weight loss that is easier, faster,
more lasting, and more delicious than you’d ever
imagine. You’ll be stunned and inspired by the results
of an amazing 500-person test panel—men and
women who lost weight quickly, and with ease,
following the Zero Belly diet. In just the first 14 days:
Bob McMicken, 51, lost 16.3 pounds Kyle Cambridge,
28, lost 15 pounds Martha Chesler, 54, lost 11 pounds
Matt Brunner, 43, lost 14 pounds Zero Belly Diet
features a week-by-week menu plan, fifty tasty
recipes, and a handy shopping list that leads to a
minimum of cooking and plenty of feasting. Best of
all, Zero Belly Diet offers something more: freedom.
Freedom from bloating, freedom from food
deprivation, freedom from weight loss fads, freedom
from stress. So say goodbye to your paunch and hello
to a happier, healthier you!

The Stash Plan
Dr. Hyman's revolutionary weight-loss program,
based on the #1 New York Times bestseller The Blood
Sugar Solution, supercharged for immediate results!
The key to losing weight and keeping it off is
maintaining low insulin levels. Based on Dr. Hyman's
groundbreaking Blood Sugar Solution program, THE
BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET
presents strategies for reducing insulin levels and
producing fast and sustained weight loss. Dr. Hyman
explains how to: activate your natural ability to burn
fat--especially belly fat; reduce inflammation;
reprogram your metabolism; shut off your fat-storing
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genes; de-bug your digestive system; create
effortless appetite control; and soothe the stress to
shed the pounds. With practical tools designed to
achieve optimum wellness, including meal plans,
recipes, and shopping lists, as well as step-by-step,
easy-to-follow advice on green living, supplements,
medication, exercise, and more, THE BLOOD SUGAR
SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET is the fastest way to
lose weight, prevent disease, and feel your best.

Men's Health Your Body Is Your Barbell
Adds to the The New York Times best-selling 21-Day
Tummy Diet with 150 new recipes for every meal of
the day, including Potato, Ham and Cheddar Hash,
Italian Tomato and Meatball Soup, Chicken Mac and
Cheese and Mochaccino Cupcakes. 75,000 first
printing.

Zero Belly Diet
When you want to lose fat, you want to lose it fast.
Men’s Health nutrition advisor and weight loss expert
Michael Roussell destroys the myth that healthy
weight loss needs to be limited to 1 to 2 pounds per
week—and gives you an all-new program to prove it.
The MetaShred Diet is a science-backed, 28-day plan
to lose fat and keep it off—for good! Roussell
combines the latest nutrition science with an easy-touse plan that allows people to lose up to 15 pounds in
just 28 days. By discovering your personal “secret
weight loss window,” you’ll learn to combine the
exact right amount of calorie reduction with the ideal
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amount of calorie burn. We’ve taken the best parts of
low-carb and low-fat diet principles to create the ideal
weight loss plan. With The MetaShred Diet’s delicious
and simple recipes, you can easily control your
calories—so you don’t need to count them—and
create the optimal hormonal environment to burn fat.
The best part: you’ll lose weight and hold on to your
hard-earned muscle. It’s rapid fat loss made easy. Just
follow Roussell’s customizable eating plan and sample
workouts from the Men’s Health brand.

Healthy is the New Skinny
New York Times bestseller From the New York Times
bestselling author of SHRED and Blast the Sugar Out,
the ultimate guide to clean eating! What is clean
eating? In his newest diet book, Dr. Ian K. Smith
teaches readers the benefits of clean eating and how
to implement it in their own lives. He tells readers
how to easily reduce unhealthy processed foods in
their diets, a key to weight loss, disease prevention,
and overall health. The Clean 20 focuses on twenty
clean foods--from avocado to whole wheat pasta and
everything in between--that readers can easily find,
prepare, and incorporate into their diets. The Clean
20 includes a complete clean eating program with a
daily meal plan, 60 recipes and substitutions, as well
as 20 minute easy-to-work-in workouts. Dr. Ian knows
what works: it’s not eliminating food groups, but
choosing foods within each group wisely to satisfy the
palate and the body’s nutritional demands. The Clean
20 isn’t just vegetables. Grains are in. And so is fruit,
fat, meat and fish. When palate and nutrition are in
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sync, weight loss not only follows, it sticks. The Clean
20 is a life and body changer.

Jumpstart to Skinny
Dr. Ian is answering Shredder Nation's call for a shortterm, fast-acting cleanse that will help you reset and
power through to your new weight loss goal! The
SHRED Power Cleanse takes the classic detox plan to
a new level. You won't find any fiberless, anemic
juices on this regimen! Dr. Ian lays out each day of
the two-week program, giving you everything you
need to jump-start BIG change: - More than 50
smoothie recipes built to boost your immunity and
maintain your protein and fiber intake, including Dr.
Ian's signature Purple Power Cleanse smoothie - Fresh
salads and other clean foods to fill you up and keep
your energy level high - Detoxifying exercise
regiments for beginner, intermediate, and advanced
levels - A Weekend Power Tune-up bonus, designed to
keep you on track long after the two weeks of the
cleanse are up and all some Shred Cleansers will
need. The SHRED Power Cleanse will keep you
satisfied, clear your mind, and leave you several
pounds lighter.

Super Shred: The Big Results Diet
The unique and powerful Gut Reset diet plan for
sufferers of IBS and digestive disorders that works to
restore healthy gut function in 21 days. After years of
severe struggles with IBS and gut dysfunction and
finding no relief from the conventional methods of
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treating IBS (following a low-FODMAP diet, taking
drugs, managing stress), Bethany Ugarte took
matters into her own hands. She changed her diet
with the help of a holistic doctor, eliminating all gut
irritants and eating nutrient-dense, easily digested
foods like Greek yogurt, bone broth, collagen, and
pureed protein for maximum nutrient absorption. Her
painful, debilitating symptoms disappeared. Now
she's synthesized her hard-won gut health wisdom
into a 21-day Gut Reset protocol and maintenance
plan that works to "heal and seal" your gut, restoring
digestive health. Unlike a traditional low-FODMAP
diet, her Gut Reset program includes powerful
techniques that help to ensure maximum absorption
from foods, cutting out little-known irritants and
integrating foods that your gut needs to heal. She
offers meal plans, stress reduction techniques, and
creative recipes that deliver maximum flavor and
nutrients with minimal ingredients. Recipes include
Cookie Dough Milkshake, Blueberry Protein Scones,
Carrot Bacon and Eggs, Chili-Stuffed Spaghetti
Squash Pasta, Paleo Spinach Dip, Pecan Pie Bread,
and Sea Salt Butternut Fudge. No matter how severe
your symptoms may be, Digest This will help you eat
without stress or fear in just 21 days.

The 21-Day Sugar Detox Daily Guide
Outlines a scientifically based nutrition and lifestyle
program that bridges the gap between plant-based
and high-protein programs, detailing three short-term
transition phases and a long-term maintenance plan
that covers disease prevention, weight loss and other
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benefits. 200,000 first printing.

Clean & Lean
Based on the latest science, the 21-Day Tummy diet
targets excess weight and belly fat while addressing
the most common digestive disorders. We love to eat
but that doesn’t mean our stomachs always enjoy
digesting what we put in them. Add to this the fact
that our nation is heavier than it’s ever been, and it’s
clear that our tummies don’t just need to function
better, they need to be smaller. In general, smaller
stomachs digest food more effectively, and that’s why
dropping the pounds isn’t just a matter of vanity but
of health. Featuring carb-light, anti-inflammatory
foods, the 21-Day Tummy eating plan slashes inches
from your belly (up to 4 1⁄2 inches!) while banishing
gas and bloating, heartburn and acid relux,
constipation, diarrhea, and irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS). In addition, 21-Day Tummy includes: 50
scrumptious recipes such as Tomato-Ginger Flank
Steak and Almost Pumpkin Mini Pies. a Digestion Quiz
to help you measure your overall digestive health tips
on how to combat the Four S’s—Supersizing, Sitting,
Stress, and Sleep Deprivation. inspirational stories
and advice from our successful test panelists. Our top
tester dropped 19 pounds in 21 days and completely
stopped taking medications for acid reflux. an
optional equipment-free workout plan that helps to
both sculpt and soothe your belly with a mix of core
strengthening, walking, and yoga. guidelines on how
to incorporate potentially problematic foods back into
your life so you are never deprived of your favorite
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foods. 21-Day Tummy is a fun, easy guide to healthy
eating that will have a smaller, healthier you feeling
better than, well, possibly ever!

The Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day Detox
Diet
Women's Body Shred 12-week Fat Loss Workout and
Nutrition Plan.This is a full 58-page premium workout
and nutrition plan for women, in a high-quality printed
book. Providing you with a step by step, 12-week
guide proven to help you master the art of shredding
body fat, while maintaining muscle mass. Suitable for
Regular eaters, Vegetarians and Vegans and
recommended for all levels of ability, whether you are
highly experienced or just starting out. The purpose of
this guide is to really teach the subject of burning fat
to such a high standard that you will be able to pass
the knowledge on and teach your friends. All the
knowledge contained is expressed through crystal
clear explanations, easy to follow instructions, proven
facts, illustrations and beautiful imagery. This guide
has been formulated in three distinct sections;
Mindset, Nutrition and Training. The first section on
mindset teaches you everything that you need to
know in order succeed and master this process
mentally. It takes a certain mindset to be able to go
all the way. This section covers:*Getting past your
insecurities and why they don't even matter*Why you
really don't have anything to fear*Believing in
yourself*How to stay motivated*How to track your
progress and know how close you are to your goalThe
second section is the most important. It covers the
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Nutritional aspects of burning fat, such as:*The fat
burning philosophy *Adjusting your
diet*Understanding YOUR metabolism and finding its
speed *Nutrient Timing - When is best to eat your
meals*Refeed Days - The days you get to eat
more!*Understanding the different Macro-nutrients Protein, Carbohydrates and Fat*Which foods you
should be eating and which ones you should not*What
a calorie deficit is and why you need it*How much of
the right foods you should eat*Full Meal plan for
Regular eaters, Vegetarians and Vegans*A chart
containing full nutritional information of common
foods for both Regular Eaters, Vegetarians and
Vegans. *A full list of supplements which aid Fat Loss
and maintain muscle mass.Section three covers the
training aspects of burning body fat. This is your time
in the gym, raising your heart rate and getting a
sweat on! This Includes:*The burning fat training
philosophy*The Weight Training style*Best fat burning
exercises*How to perform Compound movements
properly and safely*The full Cardio routine which shall
be undertaken*The peak physiological states which
you are aiming for*How to properly warm up*How to
prevent injuries*How to stretch properly*Top Training
TipsAbout me - The creatorWritten by me, Ben Millar A 27-year-old health and fitness enthusiast from the
UK. I am an expert in this subject with over 9 years
first-hand experience in training the human body to
peak performance. This is my passion, and my
learning here will never stop. My expertise is in Lean
Muscle Building and Fat loss - I design high quality
workout and nutrition plans for both Women and Men
who seek either of these. I have my own Fitness
Business and am a product developer and content
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creator for Fitness and Health Businesses around the
world. My plans are everything I have learned,
practised and preached to many people over the past
9 years. My blood, sweat and tears (of happiness)
have gone into learning this trade and creating true
value for my customers and clients. I hope you love
the look of this plan; this took me a very long time to
put together and it is a creation I am extremely proud
of!If you have any questions please contact me and
let me know, I'm happy to give you any answers you
need!Best wishes,BenThis plan can also be used for
commercial use:Own a fitness business? You are free
to use the information in this plan for your own
business use. Use it as inspiration/source material for
making your own content and products.

The 21-Day Sugar Detox
Katie H. Willcox is an international model, body-image
activist, and founder and CEO of the modeling agency
Natural Model Management, Inc., (for healthy models
between "straight" and "plus" sizes). She is also
founder of Healthy Is the New Skinny, a company
dedicated to promoting healthy body image through
positive social-media outreach as well as workshops
and presentations focusing on girls and young
women. Katie offers Re-Model Me workshops at high
schools and colleges to teach girls how to see through
media manipulation and rebuild their self-esteem and
sense of worth.
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